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Summary 

This SOP describes the instructions for generating metabolomics datasets for blood 
specimens using a GCTOFMS instrument. It includes the extraction of metabolites, the 
acquisition of mass spectrometry data and the data processing and normalization to generate 
final data matrices.  

Method  

Extraction of metabolites from blood Plasma specimens 
1. References:  

 Fiehn O, Kind T (2006) Metabolite profiling in blood plasma. In: Metabolomics: Methods and Protocols. Weckwerth 
W (ed.), Humana Press, Totowa NJ (in press) 

 
2.Starting material: 

 Blood plasma/serum: 30 l sample volume (validated for EDTA and heparin plasma, and serum) 
                                                                                      
3. Equipment:  

 Centrifuge (Eppendorf  5415 D) 

 Calibrated pipettes 1-200l and 100-1000l  

 Eppendorf tubes 2ml, uncoloured (Cat.No. 022363204)  

 ThermoElectron Neslab RTE 740 cooling bath at  –20°C 

 MiniVortexer (VWR) 

 Orbital Mixing Chilling/Heating Plate (Torrey Pines Scientific Instruments) 

 Speed vacuum concentration system (Labconco Centrivap cold trap) 
 
4. Chemicals 

 Acetonitrile, LCMS grade (JT Baker; Cat. No.9829-02) 

 Isopropanol, HPLC ( JT Baker; Cat. No. 9095-02) 

 Crushed ice 

 pH paper 5-10 (EMD Chem. Inc.) 

 Nitrogen line with pipette tip 

 18 MΩ pure water (Millipore) 
 
5. Preparation of extraction mix and material before experiment: 

1. Switch on bath to pre-cool at –20°C (2°C validity temperature range) 
2. Check pH of acetonitrile and isopropanol  (pH7) using wetted pH paper 
3. Make the extraction solution by mixing acetonitrile, isopropanol and water in proportions 3 : 3 :  2 
4. Rinse the extraction solution mix for 5 min with nitrogen. Make sure that the nitrogen line was flushed 

out of air before using it for degassing the extraction solvent solution 
6. Sample preparation: 

1. Vortex the plasma/serum samples for 10s to obtain a homogenized sample using the MiniVortexer. 
2. Aliquot 15-30ul and add 1mL extraction solution. The extraction solution has to be pre-chilled using 

the ThermoElectron Neslab RTE 740 cooling bath set to -20°C. 
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3. Vortex the sample for 10s and shake for 5min at 4°C using the Orbital Mixing Chilling/Heating plate. If 
you are using more than one sample, keep the rest of the samples on ice (chilled at <0°C with NaCl).  

4. Centrifuge samples for 2min at 14000 rcf using the centrifuge Eppendorf 5415 D. 
5. Aliquot two 500 µL portions of the supernatant. One for analysis and one for backup. Store one aliquot 

in the -20°C freezer as a backup. 
6. Evaporate one 500 µL aliquot of the sample in the Labconco Centrivap cold trap concentrator to 

complete dryness.  
7. The dried aliquot is then re-suspended with 500 µL 50% acetonitrile (degassed as given above).  
8. Vortex the samples for 10s using the MiniVortexer VWR. 
9. Centrifuge for 2min at 14000 rcf using the centrifuge Eppendorf 5415 D. 
10. Remove supernatant to a new Eppendorf tube. 
11. Evaporate the supernatant to dryness in the Labconco Centrivap cold trap concentrator.  
12. Submit to derivatization.  

 

6. Problems 
To prevent contamination disposable material is used. Control pH from extraction mix. 
 
7. Quality assurance 
For each sequence of sample extractions, perform one blank negative control extraction by applying the total 
procedure (i.e. all materials and plastic ware) without biological sample. 
 
8. Disposal of waste 

Collect all chemicals in appropriate bottles and follow the disposal rules. 

 
Acquisition of GCMS raw data 
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Instruments:  

Gerstel CIS4 –with dual MPS Injector/  
Agilent 6890 GC- Leco Pegasus III TOF MS  

 

Injector conditions:  
Agilent 6890 GC is equipped with a Gerstel automatic liner exchange system (ALEX) that includes a 
multipurpose sample (MPS2) dual rail, and a Gerstel CIS cold injection system (Gerstel, Muehlheim, Germany) 
with temperature program as follows: 50°C to 275°C final temperature at a rate of 12 °C/s  and hold for 3 
minutes. Injection volume is 0.5 μl with 10 μl/s injection speed on a splitless injector with purge time of 25 
seconds.  Liner (Gerstel #011711-010-00) is changed after every 10 samples, (using the Maestro1 Gerstel 
software vs. 1.1.4.18). Before and after each injection, the 10 μl injection syringe is washed three times with 10 
μl ethyl acetate.  

 

Gas Chromatography conditions:  

A 30 m long, 0.25 mm i.d. Rtx-5Sil MS column (0.25 μm 95% dimethyl 5% diphenyl polysiloxane film) with 
additional 10 m integrated guard column is used (Restek, Bellefonte PA). 99.9999% pure Helium with built-in 
purifier (Airgas, Radnor PA) is set at constant flow of 1 ml/min. The oven temperature is held constant at 50°C 
for 1 min and then ramped at 20°C/min to 330°C at which it is held constant for 5 min.  

 

Mass spectrometer settings: 

A Leco Pegasus IV time of flight mass spectrometer is controlled by the Leco ChromaTOF software vs. 2.32 (St. 
Joseph, MI). The transfer line temperature between gas chromatograph and mass spectrometer is set to 280°C. 
Electron impact ionization at 70V is employed with an ion source temperature of 250°C. Acquisition rate is 17 
spectra/second, with a scan mass range of 85-500 Da. 

Data processing and normalization : 

Data processing Raw data files are preprocessed directly after data acquisition and stored as ChromaTOF-
specific *.peg files, as generic *.txt result files and additionally as generic ANDI MS *.cdf files. ChromaTOF vs. 
2.32 is used for data preprocessing without smoothing, 3 s peak width, baseline subtraction just above the noise 
level, and automatic mass spectral deconvolution and peak detection at signal/noise levels of 5:1 throughout the 
chromatogram. Apex masses are reported for use in the BinBase algorithm. Result *.txt files are exported to a 
data server with absolute spectra intensities and further processed by a filtering algorithm implemented in the 
metabolomics BinBase database.The BinBase algorithm (rtx5) used the settings: validity of chromatogram (10^7 
counts s -1 ), unbiased retention index marker detection (MS similarity>800, validity of intensity range for high 
m/z marker ions), retention index calculation by 5th order polynomial regression. Spectra are cut to 5% base 
peak abundance and matched to database entries from most to least abundant spectra using the following 
matching filters: retention index window ±2,000 units (equivalent to about ±2 s retention time), validation of 
unique ions and apex masses (unique ion must be included in apexing masses and present at >3% of base peak 
abundance), mass spectrum similarity must fit criteria dependent on peak purity and signal/noise ratios and a 
final isomer filter. Failed spectra are automatically entered as new database entries if s/n >25, purity 80%. All 
thresholds reflect settings for ChromaTOF v. 4.0. Quantification is reported as peak height using the unique ion 
as default, unless a different quantification ion is manually set in the BinBase administration software BinView. A 
quantification report table is produced for all database entries that are positively detected in more than 10% of 
the samples of a study design class (as defined in the miniX database) for unidentified metabolites. A 
subsequent post-processing module is employed to automatically replace missing values from the *.cdf files. 
Replaced values are labeled as ‘low confidence’ by color coding, and for each metabolite, the number of high-
confidence peak detections is recorded as well as the ratio of the average height of replaced values to high-
confidence peak detections. These ratios and numbers are used for manual curation of automatic report data 
sets to data sets released for submission. 
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Data reporting  
Data are reported including metadata, see example below. 

 

The ‘BinBase identifier column’ denotes the unique identifier for the GCTOFMS platform. It is given for both 
identified and unidentified metabolites in the same manner. The ‘BinBase name’ denotes the name of the 
metabolite, if the peak has been identified. A chemical name is not a unique identifier. We use names recognized 
by biologists instead of IUPAC nomenclature. If a compound is identified, it has a name, and external database 
identifiers such as InChI key, PubChem ID and KEGG ID. If a compound is unknown, the name is the same as 
given in the ‘identifier column’. 
The ‘retention index’ column details the target retention index in the BinBase database system. The ‘quant mz’ 
column details the m/z value that was used to quantify the peak height of a BinBase entry. The ‘mass spec’ 
column details the complete mass spectrum of the metabolite given as mz: intensity values, separated by 
spaces. The ‘InChI key’ identifier gives the unique chemical identifier defined by the IUPAC and NIST consortia. 
The ‘KEGG’ identifier gives the unique identifier associated with an identified metabolite in the community 
database KEGG LIGAND DB. The ‘PubChem’ column denotes the unique identifier of a metabolite in the 
PubChem database. The ‘internal standard’ addition within the BinBase name clarifies if a specific chemical has 
been added into the extraction solvent as internal standard. These internal standards serve as retention time 
alignment markers, for quality control purposes and for quantification corrections. Row metadata that are 
requested by a specific consortium are labeled in blue. Consortium ‘subject ID’, ‘local ID’, ‘vial barcode’ detail 
information given by a specific consortium. The row ‘date received’ is the date when samples were received in 
the metabolomics laboratory. The row ‘date of evaluation’ is the data of data acquisition, as given by the machine 
logbook. The row ‘sample status’ uses the consortium’s sample status code if samples have errors. The 
consortium sample status code does not give a code when data acquisition occurred without problems. If a 
consortium does not use an authorized error code dictionary, plain text is given for errors. The row ‘revision’ 
details if data processing yields a new data sheet. Data revisions may be needed when new algorithms have 
been tested, validated and deployed that might yield better raw data analyses than prior submissions. By default, 
therefore, data revisions replace the (less valid) prior data submissions. However, data revisions may also 
indicate a different form of data treatment, e.g. data normalizations (see below). In this case, the ‘revision’ would 
indicate the type of normalization. Any information in the row ‘revision’ will have a date stamp when the revision 
was conducted in the form of MMDDYY. The ‘comments’ row gives comments about the platform and type of 
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sample. A sample is given as “sample” in comparison to e.g. a quality control or a blank injection. The ‘Acq.Date-
Time’ row details the acquisition time when the data acquisition was completed. The ‘Data File Name’ row 
denotes the name of the raw data file. Raw data files are secured at the NIH Metabolomics database, 
www.metabolomicsworkbench.org Data file names are dictated by the laboratory’s information and management 
system when the sequence starts running. GCTOF raw file names from the Leco instrumentation end with .peg 
(this ending is not given in the file name, but is found in the database repositories). In case a sample will need to 
be reinjected, the file name will change from e.g. 130328cmssa40_1.peg to 130328cmssa40 _2.d for the second 
injection, 130328cmssa40_3.d for the third injection and subsequent injections. The file name itself denotes 
YYMMDD then the ‘machine used for data acquisition’ (here: c; we have four GCTOF MS machines a-d), ‘person 
who operated the machine’ (here: ms for Mimi Swe), ‘sa’ for sample (instead of e.g. ‘qc’ for a quality control or 
‘bl’ for a blank sample), followed by the sequence number (here: the 40th sample within the sample sequence). 
The ‘miniX’ row shows the unique sample identifier in the Fiehnlab miniX laboratory information management 
system. 
The actual data are given as peak heights for the quantification ion (mz value) at the specific retention index. We 
give peak heights instead of peak areas because peak heights are more precise for low abundant metabolites 
than peak areas, due to the larger influence of baseline determinations on areas compared to peak heights. 
Also, overlapping (co-eluting) ions or peaks are harder to deconvolute in terms of precise determinations of peak 
areas than peak heights. Such data files are then called ‘raw results data’ in comparison to the raw data file 
produced during data acquisition (see ‘data file name’). The worksheets are called ‘Height’. 
Raw results data need to be normalized to reduce the impact of between-series drifts of instrument sensitivity, 
caused by machine maintenance, aging and tuning parameters. Such normalization data sets are called ‘norm 
data’ worksheets.  
There are many different types of normalizations in the scientific literature. We usually provide first a variant of a 
‘vector normalization’ in which we calculate the sum of all peak heights for all identified metabolites (but not the 
unknowns!) for each sample. We call such peak-sums “mTIC” in analogy to the term TIC used in mass 
spectrometry (for ‘total ion chromatogram’), but with the notification “mTIC” to indicate that we only use genuine 
metabolites (identified compounds) in order to avoid using potential non-biological artifacts for the biological 
normalizations, such as column bleed, plasticizers or other contaminants.  
Subsequently, we determine if the mTIC averages are significantly different between treatment groups or 
cohorts. If these averages indeed are different by p <0.05, data will be normalized to the average mTIC of each 
group. If averages between treatment groups or cohorts are not different, or if treatment relations to groups are 
kept blinded, data will be normalized to the total average mTIC. 
 
Following equation is then used for normalizations for metabolite i of sample j: 
 

 
The worksheet is then called ‘norm mTIC’. Data are ‘relative semi-quantifications’, meaning they are normalized 
peak heights. Because the average mTIC will be different between series of analyses that are weeks or months 
apart (due to differences in machine sensitivity, tuning, maintenance status and other parameters), additional 
normalizations need to be performed. For this purpose, identical samples (‘QC samples’) must be analyzed 
multiple times in all series of data acquisitions. In fact, one must not exclude the possibility that even within a 
series of data acquisitions, a sensitivity shift or drift might occur. Hence, the following statistical analyses are 
suggested: (a) compute univariate statistics for mTIC values in batches within-series and between-series of data 
injections, using time/date stamps to find potential breaks during which machine downtime may have occurred. If 
there are no mTIC differences between such time/date stamp batches, calculate an overall mTIC covering all 
samples. (b) compute multivariate PCA plots for the , marking the potentially different samples of individual 
time/date stamp batches using different colors. If there is no apparent separation between PCA clusters of 
different colors, there is no large between-series effect and these PCA clusters can be treated as 
indistinguishable. If there is suspicion of hidden features that might be masked by overall variance analysis in 
PCA, supervised statistics by Partial Least Square regression models can unravel such between-series 
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differences. Once different clusters (i.e. series of undistinguishable QC samples) have been identified, correction 
factor models need to be developed that correct differences between those QC samples. Subsequently, these 
correction factors can be applied to the actual analytical samples to remove overt quantification differences that 
are not related to biological causes but solely due to analytical errors. 
Such correction factor models can be computed in different ways, e.g. by unit-variance mean centering or by 
calculating simple offset vectors for each individual metabolite. The best way of such types of normalizations is 
being explored in the Fiehn laboratory. However, in any case, such correction models can only be developed if a 
sufficient number of QC samples have been included in the analytical sequences. For that reason, the Fiehn 
laboratory uses a suitable QC sample for every 11th injection. Such QC samples need to be as similar to the 
actual biological specimen as possible, e.g. generated by pool samples during extractions or by obtaining typical 
community standard samples (e.g. the NIST standard blood plasma, or commercial serum or plasma samples as 
needed). 
If appropriate internal standards are used for absolute quantifications, the following equation could be used for 
peak height normalizations for metabolite i of sample j and internal standard k 

 
 
 
However, there are few universal or class-specific internal standards in GC-MS based analysis, because within 
each chemical class, metabolites may have drastically different calibration curves (sensitivity or ‘response’) 
based on a combination of injection, volatilization and stability and ionization response properties. As surrogate, 
external calibration standards could be used for specific (important) metabolites which, however, cannot be 
applied for unidentified compounds and which of course would not account for recovery during extraction 
procedures. 
 

Filtering, normalization and preparation of GCTOF metabolomics dataset for the ADNI-I study 

The analysis included 833 samples, 83QC and 4 NIST plasma. 143 known and 241 unknown were measured 

using gas chromatography and time of light mass spectrometry and binbase database processing. Data were 

acquired on two GCTOF instruments in a period of a month (7/6/2015 to 8/4/2015) in multiple batches. This 

report explains the different steps to diagnosis and fix the drifts in signals caused by batches on two machines 

and how we have generated a statistics-ready data matrix.  

Step 1.  

Detection of sample outliers: One Outlier detected from PCA score plot. 

 

Figure 1. Because this outlier sample is not a QC, it was not removed it when normalizing. 
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Step 2. How to define the analysis batches:  

 

Figure 2. Definition of analytical batches. There are two machines A and C. We define each machine 

as one batch. Furthermore, from the time plot above, we can see that there are five time intervals. For 

the study, batches were defined by longer breaks in analysis sequences on two machines, generating 

7 batches in total.  Thus we define batch as machine * time interval. As a result, there are in total 

seven batches, highlighted by different color on the following plot. Not all the batches of same size.  

 

Figure 3.  A and C are GCTOF machines and a-d are time intervals.  

 

Step 3. Visual inspection of batch effect:  

Since, FAME markers were added externally in the samples, they are the most suitable compounds to 

check for differences caused by machines and analysis time. Following is an example of batch effect 

on C30.FAME.internal.standard. 
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Figure 4. Effect of different batches on the signal of C30 fame marker. X-axis is peak intensity. 

Step 4. LOESS (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) and batch-median based signal 

correction 

LOESS correction within a batch was used first then the median correction between bathes was 

utilized.  

Median correction formula is following, for each sample, 

After = before * ratio, 

Where ratio is global median of QC divided by median of the batch median corresponding to that 

sample. As a result, QCs after normalization has the same median with QCs before normalization. 
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Figure 5. Upper panel: Raw signal intensities. Lower panel: Signal intensities after 

normalization.  

Step 5. Optimization of LOESS parameters. 

The method could fix the signal drift for a majority of compounds, but, for some compounds, the outlier 

of QC completely destroys the loess correction within bathes.  LOESS regression is sensitive to 

outliers, and may introduce noise in data.  For example the “A a” batch in the following plot, outliers 

make the loess line off the trend.   
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Figure 6. Upper panel : Effect of outliers in the LOESS regression line. Lower panel : after excluding 

the outlier in the LOESS regression.  

Therefore before normalizing each batch, boxplots were used to find and exclude outliers (beyond 1.5 

IQR) before loess correction in order to avoid that LOESS modeling is affected by outliers.  

Step 6. Manual inspection and filtering of compounds: 

After all compounds were normalized, scatter plot of each compound were examined, comparing 

patterns before and after normalizations. We found that some compounds had unexpected QC 

behavior (following is an example), with different trends of intensity patterns in the  QC and the real 

samples, specifically for some compounds with very low intensities (<500). We made decisions on 

each compounds either delete those or keep un-normalized data as is. The criteria were compound 
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RSD, peak level and detection frequency. 

 
Figure 7.   
For five compounds, creatinine, maltose, maleimide, inosine and cysteine, un-normalized data was used as 
LOESS did not performed well for them. Also, for proline, normalization with total signals for known metabolites 
was performed. 135 known and 86 unknown metabolites passed the filtering. Rest of compounds were excluded 
from the data matrix.  Targeted peak picking in mzmine was performed to re-create the pick-list.  
 
Dataset Information 
This methods document applies to the following dataset(s) available from the ADNI repository: 

Dataset Name Date Submitted 

mx 232603 Rima Kaddurah-Daouk_ADNI_human plasma 06-
2016_submit 

06/01/2016 
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Notice: This document is presented by the author(s) as a service to ADNI data users.  However, users should be 
aware that no formal review process has vetted this document and that ADNI cannot guarantee the accuracy or 
utility of this document. 


